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Abstract. In this work, crystallographic, microstructural and magnetocaloric investigations were 

performed on textured Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 melt-spun ribbons with low thermal (6 K) and magnetic-

field induced hysteresis (–0.73 J·kg-1 at 2 T) and moderate maximum magnetic entropy change 

∆SM
max (11 J·kg-1·K-1 at 5T ) at room temperature (302 K). The austenite in the ribbons 

crystallizes into a L21 structure, whereas martensite has a monoclinic incommensurate 6M 

modulated structure as determined with the superspace theory. By means of electron backscatter 

diffraction technique, the morphological and crystallographic features of microstructure were 

systematically characterized. Ribbons possess a fine microstructure with an average grain size 

(initial austenite phase) of around 10 µm, whereas the 6M martensite has a self-accommodated 

microstructure with 4 kinds of twin-related martensite variants. During inverse martensitic 

transformation, the austenite prefers to nucleate at the grain boundaries of initial austenite. By 

means of cofactor conditions and crystallographic orientation analyses, the good geometrical 

compatibility between austenite and martensite was confirmed. Based on the crystal structure 

and microstructure information obtained, the reason of the low thermal hysteresis was discussed.  

Keywords: Ni–Mn–In; ribbon; martensitic transformation; electron backscatter diffraction; 

hysteresis; magnetocaloric effect. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In the last decade, Heusler-type Ni–Mn–X based alloys (X = In, Sn and Sb) have been 

extensively studied owing to their giant and tunable first-order magnetocaloric effect (MCE) near 

room temperature. The latter makes them promising materials for their utilization as active 

magnetic regenerators in solid-state magnetic refrigeration devices [1-14]. The giant MCE of 

these materials originates when the first-order magneto-structural transition occurs from a weak-

magnetic martensite to a ferromagnetic austenite [15-22]. Unfortunately, both thermal hysteresis 

∆Thyst and magnetic field-induced hysteresis intrinsically associated with the magneto-structural 

transition are the two relevant phenomena that hinders their potential use, since these hystereses 

would reduce the refrigeration capacity and further result in the degradation of the properties 

after several cycles [16, 23, 24]. Therefore, the understanding of physical mechanisms to reduce 

the hysteresis loss across magneto-structural transition are crucial for the designing and 

fabrication of low-hysteresis Ni–Mn–X based alloys as key points towards their utilization in 

practical refrigeration devices. 

In the framework of thermodynamics, the Gibbs free energies of the parent and the product 

phases are equal at the thermodynamic equilibrium state. Thus, the driving force of magneto-

structural transition vanishes. Thermal or magnetic hysteresis may occur since the transformation 

driving force should be large enough to overcome the phase transformation energy barriers or 

resistances [24-27]. Thus, in theory, two routes would be effective to decrease the hysteresis 

losses associated to the magneto-structural transition. One is reducing the resistance of magneto-

structural transition. In such a sense, the decrease of the geometrical incompatibility between the 

parent and the product phases has been the most successful case [6, 23, 28]. In fact, following 

this approach several low thermal hysteresis Heusler-type bulk alloys, such as Ni50.4Mn34.8In15.8 

(8 K) [6], Ni51Mn33.4In15.6 (4 K) [29], and Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10 (6 K) [30] have been reported. The 

other is to promote the progress of magneto-structural transition by tuning the 

phase/microstructure constituent [31-33]. Very recently, T. Gottschall et. al [34, 35] found that a 

minor loop at the middle temperature region of the magneto-structural transition could 

significantly reduce the hysteresis loss, since it is not necessary to nucleate new phase during 

structural transition and then the required energy is reduced. Besides, introducing appropriate 

crystal defects, such as grain boundaries, as nucleation sites could be also an alternative method 

to promote the structural transition.  
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The melt-spinning technique, characterized by an ultra-rapid cooling and solidification 

process, has been developed to be an effective method for the preparation of single-phase 

Heusler-type Ni–Mn–X alloy ribbons with crystallographic preferred orientation (texture) [36-

39]. In this work, textured Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 ribbons with a low thermal and magnetic hysteresis 

loss accompanying with magneto-structural transition were fabricated by melt-spinning 

technique and no special effort, such as heat treatment, was made to develop its microstructure or 

atomic order degree. The crystal structure, the morphological and crystallographic features of 

microstructure and magnetic properties of these ribbons were examined by means of X-ray 

diffraction (XRD), electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) and magnetization measurements. 

The origin of the low thermal hysteresis observed is discussed in terms of the geometrical 

compatibility between austenite and martensite, and the morphological and crystallographic 

microstructural features. This study could shed some light on the performance optimization to 

decrease the hysteresis loss associated with the first-order magneto-structural transformation. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

A bulk master alloy with nominal composition Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 was prepared by arc-

melting pure Ni (99.97 wt.%), Mn (99.95 wt.%) and In (99.995 wt.%) elements. Due to the high 

vapor pressure of Mn, 1% extra Mn was added to compensate the weight loss. The sample was 

then thermally annealed at 1173 K for 24 h to enhance the composition homogeneity and the 

degree of atomic order. The melt-spun ribbons were fabricated by using a single copper roller at 

a wheel rotating speed of 15 m/s to obtain a good shape and strong crystallographic preferred 

orientation [40, 41]. The actual composition of ribbons was determined to be Ni49.3Mn35.7In15.0 by 

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), which is similar to the nominal one.  

The crystal structure of ribbons was examined by means of X-ray diffraction with Cu-Kα 

radiation (λ=1.5418Å) using a Rigaku Smartlab X-ray diffractometer equipped with a graphite 

monochromator at room temperature. The microstructural investigations were performed in a 

field emission gun scanning electron microscope (SEM, Jeol JSM 6500 F) with both back-

scattered electron (BSE) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) detectors. To avoid stress-

induced effects on martensitic transformation, no mechanical surface ground or polishing of 

ribbons was carried out. Instead, the ribbon surfaces were directly electrolytically polished at 263 

K with a 20 % nitric acid solution in methanol under a voltage of 8 V. The texture of austenite 
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and martensite of ribbons was investigated using a Rigaku Smartlab X-ray diffractometer and 

Mtex software package [42]. Magnetization measurements were carried out in a Quantum 

Design physical property measuring system (PPMS-9T) Evercool-I equipped with the vibrating 

sample magnetometer module. The magnetic field was applied along the ribbon length direction 

(rolling direction) on a parallelepiped-shaped sample (of physical dimensions: 20 µm in 

thickness, 0.5 mm in width and 3 mm in length, cut from the central region of a ribbon), to 

minimize the effect of the internal demagnetizing field 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figs. 1(a) and (b) show the temperature dependence of magnetization (M-T curve) of 

Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 melt-spun ribbons under static magnetic fields of 5 mT, and 1 T and 5 T, 

respectively. The curves were recorded at a temperature sweep rate of 1.0 Kmin-1. From the low-

field M-T curve (5 mT), the first-order magneto-structural transition from a ferromagnetic 

austenite to a weak-magnetic martensite is observed around room temperature. The splitting 

between ZFC and FC (FH) curves below the Curie temperatures of martensite (TC
M= 132 K) 

indicates the coexistence of the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings in the martensite 

state [43, 44]. As shown in Fig. 1(b), as the applied magnetic field increases from 1 T to 5 T, the 

temperatures of the magneto-structural transition decrease. The temperatures of forward (TM) and 

inverse (TA) magneto-structural transition and the Curie temperatures of austenite (TC
M= 132 K) 

and martensite (TC
A = 307 K) under different magnetic fields, estimated from the dM/dT vs. T 

curve, are summarized in Table 1. The magnetic field dependence of TM and ∆Thys (estimated as 

∆Thys = TA – TM) is given in Fig. 1(c). A linear relationship between the TM and the applied 

magnetic field is observed with a slope of –2 K/T, suggesting that a magnetic-field-induced 

inverse martensite transformation could happen when the external magnetic field is applied 

under certain temperature. Note that the magneto-structural transition of the studied melt-spun 

ribbons exhibits a thermal hysteresis as low as 6 K, which is very small compared with the one 

typically found in conventional NiMnIn-based alloys, such as Ni50.4Mn34.9In14.7 (10 K) [37], 

Ni45.5Co4.5Mn36.6In13.4 (15 K) [45], Mn50Ni40In10 (38 K) [46] and Ni45Co5Mn36.8In13.2 (30 K) [47] 

alloy. As the applied magnetic field increases to 1 T and 5 T, ∆Thys increases to 8 K and 10 K, 

respectively. The similar magnetic field dependence of ∆Thys has also been observed in 

Ni45.7Mn36.6In13.5Co4.2 [48] and Ni52Co7Mn25In16 [49] alloys.  
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Fig. 1 M-T curves of melt-spun Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 ribbons under applied magnetic fields of 5 mT 

(a), and 1 T and 5 T (b), following zero-field cooled (ZFC), field-cooled (FC) and field heating 

(FH) protocols. dM/dT vs. T plot under µoH = 5 mT is inserted in (a). The temperatures of the 

forward martensitic transformation and the thermal hysteresis of the magneto-structural 

transition (∆Thys) as a function of the applied magnetic field is given in (c). TSEM in (a) is the 

temperature at which SEM/EBSD measurements were performed to indicate the sample history 

of heat treatment. 
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Table 1 Temperatures of the forward (TM) and the inverse (TA) martensitic transformation and 

thermal hysteresis of magneto-structural transition (∆Thys) under the magnetic fields of 5 mT, 1 T 

and 5 T, and Curie temperatures of austenite (TC
A) and martensite (TC

M) for Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 

melt-spun ribbons.  

 

µoH (T) TM (K) TA (K) ∆Thys (K) TC
A (K) TC

M (K) 

0.005 298 304 6 307 132 

1 296 304 8 ‾ ‾ 

5 288 298 10 ‾ ‾ 

 

 

Fig. 2(a) shows isothermal magnetization curves measured up to a maximum magnetic field 

of 5 T with a temperature step of 1 K across the magneto-structural transition. A thermal 

protocol with a thermal cycling at zero magnetic field from 400 K to 200 K to the measuring 

temperature Tmeas was performed prior to recording each isothermal magnetization curve. As 

shown in Fig. 2(a), the ribbons exhibit a typical paramagnetic behavior below 290 K revealed by 

the nearly linear field dependence of magnetization. Above 290 K, a magnetic-field-induced 

metamagnetic transition is observed. The S-shape trend of the Arrott plots, shown at the inset of 

Fig. 2(a), confirm the first-order nature of the metamagnetic transition [50]. Above 307 K, the 

magnetization of the ribbons decrease with the increase of temperature owing to the second-

order Curie transition of austenite. Fig. 2(b) displays the temperature dependence of magnetic 

entropy change ∆SM estimated from the isothermal magnetization curves using the Maxwell 

relation [16, 51]. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the smooth first-order magneto-structural transition 

leads to a moderate positive magnetic entropy change peak of ∆SM
max = 11 J·kg-1·K-1 just at 

room temperature (302 K) under a magnetic field change µo∆H of 5 T. The ∆SM
max in the studied 

ribbons is comparable to the melt-spun ribbons of Gd65Mn25Ge10 (4.5 J·kg-1·K-1 at 5T) [52], 

Ni52Mn26Ga22 (–11.4 J·kg-1·K-1 at 5T) [40] and LaFe11Co0.8Si1.2 (13.5 J·kg-1·K-1 at 5T) [53] 

alloys. Above 307 K, the ribbons exhibit a broad negative magnetic entropy change curve, owing 

to the second-order ferromagnetic transition of austenite [51, 54].  

Fig. 2(c) presents the field-up and field-down isothermal magnetization curves across the 

magnetostructural transition with a maximum field of 2T. Notice that the magneto-structural 

transition has a quite small magnetic hysteresis loss (as the small areas enclosed between the 
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field-up and field-down magnetization curves denote). The temperature dependence of magnetic 

hysteresis losses under the magnetic field of 2 T is shown in Fig. 2(d). A negligible magnetic 

hysteresis loss with a maximum of –0.73 J·kg-1 across the magneto-structural transition is 

obtained, which is much smaller than that generally observed in Heusler-type refrigerants, such 

as Ni50Mn18Cu7Ga25 (19.0 J·kg-1 at 2 T) [55] and Ni45Co5Mn36.8In13.2 (–96.5 J·kg-1 at 2 T) [47]. 

The total and effective refrigerant capacities under the magnetic field of 2 T are 11.40 J·kg-1 and 

10.80 J·kg-1, respectively.  

 

 

Fig. 2 Set of isothermal magnetization curves up to 5 T (a), Arrott plots (M2 vs. µoH/M) (inset), 

temperature dependence of magnetic entropy change ∆SM through the inverse martensitic 

transformation (b), field-up and field-down isothermal magnetization curves up to 2 T (c), and 

magnetic hysteresis loss as a function of temperature (d) for Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 melt-spun ribbons.  

 

Fig. 3 shows the room temperature X-ray diffraction pattern of the studied melt-spun 

ribbons. In agreement with the low-field M(T) curve, a mixture of both austenite and martensite 
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phases coexists in the ribbons at room temperature. For austenite, the presence of the superlattice 

reflections (111)A, (113)A and (331)A, indicated in green in Fig. 3, shows that it has a cubic L21 

(Fm3�m) rather than a B2 (Pm3�m) crystal structure [56, 57]. The lattice parameter is determined to 

be 6.0010(8) Å. In case of the martensite, the presence of the so-called “satellite reflections” 

(indicated in blue in Fig. 3) denotes that it has a modulated crystal structure. By means of Le Bail 

full profile fitting approach [58] and the (3+1)-dimensional superspace theory [59], we found that 

the martensite has an incommensurate monoclinic 6M modulated structure with superspace 

group of I2/m(α0γ)00 [56], and lattice parameters a = 4.3757(4) Å, b = 5.6462(1) Å, c = 

4.3227(2) Å and β = 92.506(4)°. The refined structural modulation wave vector, representing the 

periodicity of structural modulation [59], was q = 0.3506(4) c*.  The difference between the 

measured and simulated patterns is mainly attributed to the crystal defects and residual stresses 

in melt-spun ribbons. A similar 6M modulated structure (sometimes also labelled as 3M), has 

recently been reported in Ni50Mn34In14 [56] and Ni50Mn35In15 [60] alloys.  

 

Fig. 3 Experimental (red points) and simulated (black lines) room temperature X-ray diffraction 

patterns of Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 melt-spun ribbons. “A” and “M” indicate the austenite and the 

martensite reflections, respectively. Superlattice reflections of austenite and satellite reflections 

of martensite (generated by the periodic modulation of atomic positions) are indicated in green 

and blue, respectively. Miller indices of the modulated martensite are labelled in the frame of the 

(3+1)-dimensional space. Inset: zoom into the 2θ angle interval 40.5 ≤ 2θ ≤ 45.0. 
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Fig. 4 shows a typical SEM image of the cross-section of Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 melt-spun 

ribbons. It is seen that the thickness of ribbons is around 45 ~ 55 µm. Ribbons are mainly 

composed of columnar grains with their long axis tending to align perpendicular to ribbon 

surface. Small equiaxed grains are formed in some localized regions of ribbon surface on the 

wheel side. The similar microstructures have also been reported in melt-spun ribbons of other 

Ni-Mn-based alloys [36, 37]. By means of EDS technique, ribbons were confirmed to have a 

homogeneous chemical composition.  

 
Fig. 4 SEM micrograph of fractured cross-section of Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 melt-spun ribbons. The 

crossed circle symbol indicates the spinning direction. 

 

Fig. 5(a) displays a typical BSE image of the studied melt-spun ribbons taken on their free 

surface. During the sample preparation, the studied ribbons were electrolytically polished at 263 

K, i.e., below the temperature of martensitic transformation (298 K), and then heated to room 

temperature for microstructural investigations. As the temperature of microstructure 

investigation TSEM is close to the start temperature of the inverse martensitic transformation, as 

shown in Fig. 1(a), the microstructure observed in this work represents the early stage of the 

inverse martensitic transformation. As Fig. 5(a) shows, the specimen is composed by fine 

elongated zones outlined by the dark boundaries, inherited from initial austenite grains, with a 

width of about 10 µm. Generally, the homogeneous contrast and plate-shaped morphology zones 

would represent the newly transformed austenite and 6M martensite, respectively.  

Fig. 5(b) shows a typical SEM/EBSD crystallographic orientation micrograph. Notice that 

austenite, indicated in red color, is primarily located either along the grain boundary regions of 

the initial austenite or sometimes between martensite plates, suggesting that during the inverse 

martensitic transformation the austenite phase prefers the grain boundary regions to nucleate. In 

general, the boundary regions of microstructure favor the nucleation of the new phase, since they 
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are of large atom spacing, large lattice distortion and high energy. As for martensite, it has a 

typical self-accommodated microstructure with four orientation variants (A, B, C and D) in one 

martensite colony, as highlighted in the zoomed white box I in Fig. 5(b). Based on misorientation 

examinations, all variant pairs were found to be twin-related, and their twin relations are 

classified into three types, i.e. type-I (A: C and B: D), type-II (A: B and C: D) and compound (A: 

D and B: C) twin [61, 62]. Moreover, as shown in the white box II in Fig. 5(b), it is seen that the 

austenite is connected by single martensite variants rather than the generally observed 

“sandwich-like” structures of martensite at the boundaries between austenite and martensite 

(habit plane) [25, 63]. 

 

 

Fig. 5 SEM-BSE micrograph (a), EBSD crystal orientation micrograph (b), {200}A pole figure of 

austenite (c), and {020}M pole figure of martensite (d), for Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 melt-spun ribbons. 

The martensite is self-accommodated with four orientation variants A, B, C and D.  
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Figs. 5(c) and (d) display, respectively, the pole figures for austenite ({200}A) and the 6M 

martensite ({020}M) measured on the free surface of the studied ribbons. Since the 

microstructures are similar in middle layer and free surface (Figs. 4), the pole figures in Figs. 

5(c) and (d) could represent the whole ribbons. It is seen that the austenite has a strong fiber 

texture with the <100>A//ND (the normal to ribbon plane), which is consistent with the typical 

texture of cubic metals formed during solidification, where the <100> direction of each crystal, 

or grain, is close to the heat transfer direction; the ND direction is the maximum cooling rate 

direction in the studied melt-spun ribbons [38, 64]. Moreover, as Fig. 5(d) shows, the martensite 

also exhibits a fiber type texture with the <010>M //ND, which should be attributed to the texture 

inheritance from the austenite through the specific orientation relationship between austenite and 

martensite [65]. 

With the determined crystal structure and microstructure information, the observation of a 

low thermal hysteresis in the presently studied ribbons can be discussed. As is known to us, the 

hysteresis loss is closely related to the stressed transition layer appearing at the interface regions 

between austenite and martensite during the structural transition, owing to the geometrical 

mismatch between both phases that gives rise to a barrier that should be overcome with the 

corresponding energy consumption [23, 28]. In theory, the geometrical compatibility between 

austenite and martensite can be quantitatively evaluated by the so-called cofactor conditions 

[28]. Ideal geometrical compatibility requires the middle eigenvalue λ2 of the 3×3 

‘ transformation stretch matrix’ U and the norms XI (XI = |U-1ê|) and XII (XII = |Uê|) for type-I and 

type-II twins equal to 1, where ê is the unit vector aligned with the two-fold axes associated to 

these twins. With the determined lattice parameters of austenite and martensite, we found that 

λ2=1.0014, XI = 1.0104 and XII= 0.9954 in the investigated ribbon. Note that these λ2, XI and XII 

values are very close to 1, suggesting a good geometrical compatibility between the austenite and 

the martensite in the synthesized Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 melt-spun ribbon. In the crystallographic 

theory of martensitic transformation [25, 63], the condition λ2 = 1 denotes that a single 

martensite variant can form an invariant plane (habit plane) with austenite, which is in good 

agreement with our microstructural investigations (Fig. 5(b)).  

It is well known that the microstructure of materials has also an important effect on the 

hysteresis [31-33]. The melt-spun ribbons studied in the present work show a grain-refined 

microstructure with an average grain size (initial austenite) of around 10 µm. This is about 10 
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times smaller than the one typically found in the bulk alloys (> 100 µm) [62]. As the grain 

boundary regions of initial austenite favor the nucleation of the new phase (Fig. 5(b)), the fine 

microstructure could be able to reduce the energy that the structural transition demands, thus 

reducing the hystereses loss. A similar grain size effect on hystereses was also observed in 

Gd5Ge4 alloy [33]. Moreover, theoretically, the texture of materials might be also linked to the 

hysteresis behavior. As can be seen in the dashed box in Fig. 5(a), the martensite plates within 

the adjacent austenite grains stretch in close directions, which is generally observed in highly-

textured NiMn-based alloys [40, 66]. With respect to the strain accommodation of martensitic 

transformation in the vicinity of grain boundary [25, 63], the lattice distortion induced by the 

structural transition should be more easily accommodated in neighboring grains with a similar 

orientation than in those with random orientations. Thus, the strong texture of the studied ribbons 

might be favorable to reduce the hystereses loss. Besides, recently, it is reported that the thin 

thickness of ribbon samples has also a positive effect to narrow the thermal hysteresis in 

Ni43Mn46Sn11 alloy [32].  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

In summary, the crystallographic and microstructural studies carried out on 

Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 ribbons fabricated by conventional melt-spinning technique exhibiting a 

moderate maximum value of the magnetic entropy change (11 J·kg-1·K-1 at 5 T), and a low 

thermal (6 K) and magnetic field induced hysteresis (0.73 J·kg-1 at 2 T), showed that: a) the 

austenite and martensite phases have a cubic L21 and monoclinic incommensurate 6M modulated 

structure (superspace group of I2/m(α0γ)00), respectively); b) the ribbons exhibit a fine 

microstructure with an average grain size of the initial austenite phase of around 10 µm and a 

strong fiber texture of both austenite and martensite, (i.e. <100>A//ND and <010>M //ND); c) 

during the inverse martensitic transformation, the austenite primarily forms at the initial austenite 

grain boundaries; and d) a good geometrical compatibility between austenite and martensite is 

confirmed based on the cofactor conditions analyses. Thus, the low thermal hysteresis and 

reduced resistance to the magnetostructural transformation observed in the studied melt-spun 

ribbons should result from the favorable combination of these aforementioned factors. 
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1. Textured Ni50Mn35.25In14.75 ribbons with low hysteresis were fabricated.  

2. Martensite with 6M structure has a self-accommodated microstructure.  

3. Lattices of austenite and martensite have a good geometrical compatibility.  

4. Origin of low hysteresis was discussed based on crystal structure and microstructure.  

 

 


